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ferring absolute power on the government. The first step was
to proclaim the Communist party illegal, and loose legal terror
against it. The next step was to coerce the other two parties that
might hold out, for, with all that pathetic faith on the gullibility
of the innocent foreigner, the government wanted not merely
the two-thirds constitutional majority now secure but a unanimous
vote. With the Centrum, after prolonged bargaining, accommo-
dation was reached; true to the principle of never being identified
as an opposition party they agreed to vote for the enabling bill, a
shameless surrender for which they were to be richly rewarded,
though not in the manner on which they had agreed with Papen.
But after the exclusion of the Communists and the compromise
with the mammon of unrighteousness of that party which claims
superior spirituality, there still remained the lonely figures of the
Social Democrats. They had flinched many a time when there
was less excuse; they had bowed before lesser storms; now, as
they had done in 1918, they remembered only that they were
Germans, the kin of the men and some of the men who made the
great retreat. All was lost; their world in ruins; their comrades in
prison and worse—in exile or making terms behind their backs;
their followers cowed and beaten; yet there still was such a thing
as German honour, and they were, against a brilliant galaxy of
uniforms and talent, its last lone defenders. Every conceivable
pressure, physical and moral, was brought to bear upon them
to vote for the government or at least to abstain, a pressure kept
up till the very moment of the vote.
The last parliament to which the name of free can with a tinge
of propriety be applied, met in the Kroll Opera house in Potsdam,
a symbolic spot. It was a curious and instructive spectacle. On
the one side packed benches of the National Socialists, picturesque
in state uniforms, uniforms of their own invention, or fresh laun-
dered brown shirts; next to them the Nationalists, frock-coated,
uniformed, a little doubtful, yet all exaltation; then the Centrists,
dubious but cheerful after their bargain, amid whose sombre ranks
the Democrats were unnoticed. Next to them the Social Demo-
crats, some of the trade-union type, some of the intellectual
type* pale and silent, and beyond that the empty space that might

